Abstract-The "hard-spot" of catenary is an intrinsic structural defect, and it is also an important index for evaluating the performance of pantograph-catenary current collection. In the traditional method, whether the parameters of "hard-spot" are transfinite only depends on the maximum acceleration in each space, which often results into incorrect judgment. First, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) is adopted to analyze and excavate the data of pantograph-catenary current collection parameters of train-set, and extract the threshold of "hard-spot" in the paper. Then, the reasonable performance index of pantograph-catenary current collection and the evaluation criterion based on three thresholds of "hard-spot" are presented. This criterion fully covers three feature parameters of "hard-spot" in order to avoid the defects with only one index for the transfinite judgment. Experimental result shows that the criterion is reasonable and effective based on the comparison between the sampled data the cluster results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The "hard-spot" means the phenomenon of poor catenary's flexibility or the concentration mass at catenary joint, section insulator, positioning equipment or mid-point anchor. If there are "hard-spots", the operation conditions of electric locomotive will become bad, and the mechanical damage and electric arc burn will occur easily, which perhaps induce the faults of pantograph and catenary. At the same time, the local wear of catenary will become bigger and its service life is reduced. With the increasing speed, the influence of "hard-spot" for the pantograph-catenary relation becomes more significant. Hence, the detecting and processing of "hard-spot" is very important for the catenary's safety in high-speed electric railway traction system [1] - [3] . In order to find the "hard-spot" of catenary, some dynamic detection and diagnosis equipments with the vertical impulsive acceleration of pantograph head are developed [4] - [5] . For the further analysis of detected data, there are several methods such as correlation, classification, sequence and clustering analysis. However, for the correlation analysis, the correlation rules are mainly used for data mining. The The authors are with the School of Electrical Engineering, Southwest Jiaotong University, 610031, Chengdu, Sichuan, China (e-mail: liuzg@swjtu.cn, illusioncn@163.com, chengangdadada@163.com).
classification analysis is suitable for data analysis with example database, and sequence analysis is suitable for the analysis of pre and post relationship between the sequences [6] . In the paper, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) is adopted to analyze and process the detected data of catenary "hard-spot" from the integrated inspection vehicle (Train-set CRH2-010) during the course of Sixth Raising-Train-Speed in China, and extract the "hard-spot" threshold.
II. FUZZY C-MEANS
Fuzzy c-means is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. This method (developed by Dunn in 1973 and improved by Bezdek in 1984 [7] ) is frequently used in pattern recognition. It is based on minimization of the following objective function:
The algorithm is composed of the following steps: 1) Deciding the number of cluster class, fuzzy factor, and stop condition of iteration  . Initializing partition
, and
3) Computing the membership matrix   r U in each step.
When 0
A Method of "Hard-Spot" In fact,  is the convergence threshold which can influence the clustering precision and speed. In addition, the convergence performance of algorithm is decided by  [8] - [9] .
III. PRE-PROCESSING DATA OF "HARD-SPOT"
The catenary "hard-spot" data include maximum acceleration, peak factor and effective acceleration of "hard-spot". The data are from the integrated inspection vehicle (Train-set CRH2-010) during the course of Sixth Raising-Train-Speed in China. There are 7068 sets data. If the train's speed is less 30 km/h, the possibility of "hard-spot" occurrence is very small. Hence, the sampling data in which the train's speed is more than 30 km/h are chosen.
According to the detected data, if the speed becomes big, the data of "hard-spot" will become big gradually. If the data are divided into two classes, there will be many data in each class, which can reduce the clustering performance and result into the judgment failure of "hard-spot". Hence, it is very important to pre-process the sampling data. The course of pre-processing includes speed removal and linear regression. The purpose of speed removal is to reduce the speed's influence on the data of "hard-spot". The linear rule of "hard-spot" data with speed can be found with linear regression.
The detailed steps are listed below. 1) The speed data in data matrix are divided into 10 parts.
In each speed-duration, the speed average value can be obtained. 2) All data in corresponding speed duration is summed, divided by the number of data, and the average value of parameter in each speed duration can be obtained.
3) The linear regression curve of parameter changing rule can be obtained with linear regression method. 4) Because the maximum acceleration and effective acceleration of "hard-spot" are absolute values and peak factor is relative value, the linear regression of peak factor is not necessary. The results are shown in Fig. 1-3 .
IV. REALIZATION OF "HARD-SPOT" THRESHOLD
After the pre-processing, the equivalent point of parameter at speed average value can be obtained. The parameter distributions are shown in Fig. 4 (a-c) . From Figure 4(a-c) , the parameter distributions after speed removal are basically normal distributions. We draw about 10% data in the sampling data after speed removal, and then a matrix W with 370 data is formed. The data in matrix W can be divided into two classes with FCM, and the "hard-spot" threshold can be confirmed based on clustering centers. 
The can be obtained. The objective function is as follow. The clustering centers of "hard-spot" parameters are listed in Table 1 . The average value of two clustering centers means the threshold of in the paper. For example, in a parameter set (speed 135.070 km/h, maximum acceleration 49.882 g, effective acceleration 49.882 g and peak factor 4.850), the maximum is bigger than threshold, but the effective acceleration and peak factor are smaller than threshold. We cannot judge that the "hard-spot" of the sampling data is transfinite. Hence, whether a "hard-spot" is transfinite needs depend on the integrated judgment of three thresholds of feature parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
At present, in pantograph-catenary relationship detection system of China, whether a "hard-spot" is transfinite only depends on the maximum acceleration in each catenary space, which results into the failure of "hard-spot" judgment. In the paper, an idea on extracting threshold of pantograph-catenary current collection parameters of train-set is proposed. Firstly, three current collection feature parameters are pre-processed. Then, with the FCM method, the clustering centers of maximum acceleration, effective acceleration and peak factor are computed, and the corresponding thresholds of pantograph-catenary current collection parameters can be obtained. In the end, the judgment criterion of "hard-spot" based on the three feature thresholds can be obtained.
